With the spectacle of everyone dressed for dinner
in black tie, glamorous attire and original 1920’s
and 1930’s glad rags, we aim to mirror your
memorable experience by spoiling your palate.
Our carefully compiled wine list is of great
variety and all wines are sourced wisely with
Food allergies and intolerances
Should you have concerns about a food allergy or intolerance please
speak to our staff before you order your food or drink.
* Bin end wines – subject to availability
C: Crustaceans | CE: Celery | D: Dairy | E: Eggs | F: Fish | G:
Gluten | L: Lupin | MO: Molluscs | MU: Mustard | N: Nuts | P:
Peanuts | S: Soya | SD: Sulphites/Sulphur dioxide | SE: Sesame
seeds | V: Vegetarian | VE: Vegan | X: Allergens not known |
O: Organic
Wines by the glass are also available in 125ml.
ABVs of all wines available on request.
Vintages are subject to change and availability.
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a few hidden gems on the list. Winelist
We hope
that
compiled
we tickle some tastebuds and you will find a
wine that you favour.
Should you require any guidance or any
suggestions, the team love to assist you!

WINES BY
THE GLASS

DESSERT
WINES

– CHAMPAGNE –

– WHITE WINE –

– ROSÉ WINE –

– RED WINE –

125ML | 75CL

175ML | 250ML

175ML | 250ML

175ML | 250ML

TAITTINGER BRUT
NV
FRANCE

£15.00 | £75.00
— SD | V | VE —

SAINT VERAN, LA
BRUYÈRE,DOMAINE
SAUMAIZE

CÔTES DE PROVENCE,
HÉRITAGE, ESTANDON
PROVENCE, FRANCE

£9.50 | £13.00

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

— SD | V | VE —

£14.00 | £20.00

MALBEC
PYROS
‘APPELLATION’
UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA,
ARGENTINA

£18.50 | £26.00

— SD —

—X—

TAITTINGER
PRESTIGE ROSÉ
NV
FRANCE

£16.00 | £88.00
— SD | V | VE —

TE AWA LEFTFIELD
MALBEC/
MERLOT ROSÉ

CAMEL VALLEY,
BACCHUS

HAWKES BAY,
NEW ZEALAND

CORNWALL, UK

£12.00 | £17.00
—X—

CHÂTEAU PEY LA
TOUR RÉSERVE
BORDEAUX, FRANCE

£8.00 | £11.00

£10.00 | £14.00

— F | SD —

—X—

(160) CHÂTEAU
LAMOTHE GUIGNARD,
SAUTERNES, 2EME
2006
SAUTERNES, FRANCE

This Sauternes has a fairly
sustained gold dress. Its nose is
fine with aromas of white fruit, and
in the mouth it is slightly woody,
sweet, unctuous, with notes of
candied fruit and it evolves on a
good acidity that counterbalances
the liqueur.

(166) CHÂTEAU
CIRECUL LA GRAVIERE,
MONBAZILLAC 2017
FRANCE

Rich aromas of orange marmalade
and apricots combine with a lovely,
lush mouthfeel with a honeyed
freshness which all remain
wonderfully defined.

50ML £10.00 | 50CL £97.00
—X—

(165) NEDERBURG
WINEMAKER’S
RESERVE NOBLE LATE
HARVEST
2018
SOUTH AFRICA

Brilliant gold, with lime-green
highlights, it shows aromas of
fresh pineapple, dried apricots
with floral and spice notes.
50ML £7.00 | 37.5CL £50.00
— SD | V —

50ML £8.00 | 75CL £97.00
—X—

(167) NEIGE APPLE ICE
WINE NV

(164) BÉRES TOKAJI
ASZÚ 5 PUTTONYOS
2011

QUEBEC, CANADA

PINOT GRIGIO,
AMISFIELD
CENTRAL OTAGO,
NEW ZEALAND

AÑARES RIOJA
RESERVA, BODEGAS
OLARRA

£15.00 | £22.00

RIOJA, SPAIN

—X—

£13.00 | £18.00
—X—

PICPOUL DE PINET,
LES GIRELLES,
JEAN-LUC COLOMBO

ST. HALLETS
‘THE BLACKWELL’
BAROSSA VALLEY
SHIRAZ

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

£9.00 | £12.00
—X—

BARISSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

(161) BONNEZEAUX,
CHÂTEAU DE FESLES
2018*
LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

The proximity of the River Layon
and its morning mists favour the
development of Botrytis or Noble
Rot, to concentrate the grapes so
as to produce one of the greatest
dessert wines in the world.
Complex with notes of honey,
baked apple, candied citrus with
a freshness to balance the
sweetness.

Apples are harvested from
orchards in the Monteregie region,
stored until December before
being pressed; the juice is then left
outside during January in the
intense cold to allow the process
of freezing to separate the water
from sugars. A very slow, six
month, fermentation takes place.
Shows aromas of freshly picked
apples, with a striking intensity; it
has a crisp, powerful palate, very
sweet with balancing acidity.

HUNGARY

The wine spends two years
maturing in oak barrels and has
flavours of dried apricot, fig and
lime sit alongside a fabulous
balancing acidity that leaves the
palate refreshed.

50ML £11.00 | 37.5CL £75
—SD | V | VE —

— SD —

—X—

£11.00 | £15.00
—X—

MALBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

NEW ZEALAND

(169) VINE DE
CONSTANCE, KLEIN
CONSTANTIA 2017
AUSTRALIA

Bright amber gold colour with
copper tints. Fresh raisin and fig
fruit backed by warmth from the
fortifying spirit. Luscious
mouthfilling raisined sweetness
followed by cleansing spirit on the
back palate.

50CL £200.00
—X —

50ML £9.00 | 50CL £85.00
— SD | V | VE —

(168) CAMPBELLS OF
RUTHERGLEN MUSCAT
NV

50ML £6.00 | 37.5CL £45.00
—SD | V | VE —

£19.00 | £27.00
—X—

–2
–

— SD —

Bright amber gold colour with
copper tints. Fresh raisin and fig
fruit backed by warmth from the
fortifying spirit. Luscious
mouthfilling raisined sweetness
followed by cleansing spirit on the
back palate.

VAVASOUR
SAUVIGNON BLANC
TINDALL
VINEYARDS PINOT
NOIR

MENDOZA,ARGENTINA

This sweet wine is lush and
brimming with rich blackberry
pie and plum flavours with a
touch of violets and spice cake.
50ML £6.50 | 50CL £57.00

AUSTRALIA

50CL £83.00

£18.00 | £26.00

AWATERE VALLEY,

(163) LATE HARVEST
MALBEC, SUSANA
BALBO 2019

–1 5 –

PORT &
SHERRY

CORNWALL & DEVON

– SHERRY –

GONZALEZ BYASS TIO
PEPE, FINO SHERRY

HARVEYS BRISTOL
CREAM

ANDALUCIA, SPAIN

ANDALUCIA, SPAIN

– PORT –

(181) GRAHAM’S FINE
WHITE PORT

Aged for four years in the solera, Harveys Bristol Cream is deep
Tio Pepe is the most famous fino
golden in colour with fragrant
sherry in the world. Pale and
aromas of candied orange, dried
delicate with light almond and
fruit and toasted almonds.
stone fruits aroma. Bone dry, light
75ML £7.00
—SD | V —
expressive in the mouth. The
perfect apéritif but also great with
light tapas and delicate shellfish.
NOE 30, GONZALEZ
Must be served chilled and drunk BYASS NECTAR, PEDRO
fresh to preserve the delicate
XIMENEZ
flavours.
DOURO, PORTUGAL
75ML £4.50
On the nose aromas of raisins,
— SD | V —
vanilla, oak and slight hints of
hazelnuts. On the palate a
CROFT ORIGINAL
delicate wine with a smooth
PALE SHERRY
reminder of dates and raisins
ANDALUCIA, SPAIN
finishing with touches of caramel
The most famous pale cream
and oak and a subtle note of
Sherry in the world produced by
nuts.
careful blending to create a sweet
75ML £16.00
sherry which is lighter and fresher
— SD —
than traditional sweet sherry but
more appealing.
75ML £6.00
— SD | V | VE —

COLOSIA AMONTILLADO
SPAIN

Aromas of honeyed lightly toasted
almonds with nougats, dried fruit
and fainty salty Marmite with a
long dry finish with cleansing
acidity and a touch of marine
saltiness.
75ML £9.00

(185) KOPKE 10YO
TAWNY PORT

DOURO, PORTUGAL

DOURO, PORTUGAL

Port with appealing grape and
almond flavours and a gorgeous
pale, golden colour, refreshing
fruit flavours; fresh and delicate
sweet.
75ML £8.00 | 75CL £64.00

Spicy aromas with dried fruits and
beautiful notes of wood and
honey. Smooth and rounded
palate leading into a dry, nutty
finish.
75ML £7.00 | 75CL £68.00

— SD —

—X—

(182) KOPKE LBV 2015
PORT

(186) KOPKE 20YO
TAWNY PORT

DOURO, PORTUGAL

DOURO, PORTUGAL

The palate is delicate with rich
development of blackberries and
raspberries complimented by a
hint of chocolate.
75ML £7.00 | 75CL £64.00

Delicate orange-greenish
coloured. Its splendid bouquet is a
complex marriage between dried
fruits, spices and fine wood notes.
75ML £14.00 | 75CL £129.00

—X—

—X—

(188) NIEPOORT LBV
2016 PORT

(184) GRAHAMS 10YO
TAWNY PORT

(18) CAMEL VALLEY
PINOT NOIR
BRUT ROSÉ NV

(66) WHITE PINOT NOIR
CALANCOMBE ESTATE

CORNWALL, ENGLAND

The wine has aromas of
grapefruit, apricot and apple on
the nose and on the palate is
nicely rounded as a result of
some ageing in French Oak and
has lovely flavours of redcurrant
and strawberry.
£75.00

It has a light salmon-pink colour,
with lovely floral and delicate red
fruit aromas. It shows glorious
spicy, strawberry and raspberry
fruit on the palate, complete with
a tingling, zesty finish.
£79.00
—X—

DOURO, PORTUGAL

DOURO, PORTUGAL

Dark ruby in colour with a red rim,
this LBV brings dark chocolate
aromas to the foreground, along
with fruits of the forest and a
spicy character. It offers medium
weight on the palate with firm
structure and acidity providing
superb freshness and ending in a
spicy, warming finish.

This has a zesty, sweet floral
aroma, with delicate, well-spiced
flavours of apple tart, flan and
cocoa powder. The plush,
mouth-filling finish of cream,
vanilla and raspberry is fresh and
balanced.
75ML £9.00 | 75CL £65.00
—X—

DEVON, UK

—X—

– WHITE –

(67) KNIGHTOR
TREVANNION
2019
CORNWALL, UK

37.5CL £49.00

– RED –

– SPARKLING –

A pale green wine, it has intense
perfumed aromas of rose petal,
lychee and citrus zest. The
palate does not disappoint,
showing superb complexity of
flavour, citrusy with a
characteristic spiciness to finish.
£68.00
—X—

(45) CAMEL VALLEY
BACCHUS 2022
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—X—

– ROSÉ –

(68) KNIGHTOR
MENA HWEG 2020

(88) PINOT NOIR ROSÉ
CALANCOMBE ESTATE
Aromas of primrose, jasmine and
2019

elderflower. A semi sweet wine in
CORNWALL, UK
the style of a German Riesling. A delicious salmon pink still wine, it
The grapes are gently pressed
has aromas of summer fruits and
and cool fermented. Three
citrus and on the palate a balanced
quarters of the way through the acidity with a touch of strawberries,
fermentation, the tank is chilled
cream with a hint of peach.
right down, stopping the ferment
£65.00
resulting in a semi sweet wine,
—X—
with lower alcohol.
–3
£65.00
—X—

CORNWALL, UK

A Cornish twist on the
Dornfelder and Rondo grape –
beautiful aromas of baked
plums, black pepper and dark
chocolate with an elongation of
black cherry, blackcurrant and
sweet spice on the palate!
£75
— SD | V | VE —

CORNWALL, UK

Named after the Roman god of
wine, the Bacchus variety was
created in 1933 and is ideally
suited to the relatively
cool-climate of Cornwall. Dry, it
has an intense, aromatic fruit
character showing grapefruit,
lemon and greengage – not
unlike a good Sauvignon Blanc
£48.00

CORNWALL, UK

—X—

(147) TREVIBBAN
MILL BLACK RAM
CORNISH RED
2018

–

– DESSERT –

(162) TREVIBBAN
MILL APPLE
LIQUEUR*
CORNWALL, UK

Fresh, crisp Granny Smith
apple nose with an explosion of
sweet orchard fruits on the
palate. Ideal on its own with
fruit desserts or cheese. Apple
crumble in a bottle!
Made from 100% Certified
Organic apples grown at
Trevibban Mill.
£45
—O|X—

SPARKLING
– VINTAGE –
CHAMPAGNE

– CHAMPAGNE –

(1) TAITTINGER BRUT NV
FRANCE

A high quality, elegant Champagne
with classy floral hints and a
voluptuous soft finish.
£75.00
— SD | V | VE —

(2) LOUIS ROEDERER
COLLECTION
FRANCE

Vibrant, fresh and generous with long
lasting, rounded, rich and complex
finish.
£95.00
— SD —

(21) POL ROGER NV
FRANCE

A powerful nose, it delivers aromas of
pear and mango, followed by
honeysuckle, white jasmine, vanilla and
brioche. On the palate, flavours of
cooked fruit, beeswax & acacia honey.

£99.00
— V | VE —

(3) R DE RUINART BRUT NV
FRANCE

The nose is delicate, fresh and fruity
with toasty, nutty notes and a hint of
spice. Well-balanced & rounded.

£102.00

(4) RUINART
BLANC DE BLANCS NV

(8) LOUIS ROEDERER
CRISTAL 2013

FRANCE

FRANCE

Aromas and flavours of lemon
curd, yellow apple and honey, with
a floral top note. Powerful finish
marked by smoky mineral and
brioche notes.
£126.00

It has a silky texture and fruity
aromas, complemented by a
powerful mineral quality with white
fruit and citrus notes.
£305.00

— SD | V | VE —

(14) KRUG GRANDE
CUVÉE BRUT NV
FRANCE

FRANCE

(13) PERRIER JOUËT
BELLE EPOQUE 2013
The famous Emile Gallé
designed Art Nouveau bottle with
its painted anemones. The equally
impressive contents have the
classic elegance and finesse of a
great Champagne.
£205.00

— SD | G | V | VE —

— SD —

(15) LAURENT PERRIER
(9) BOLLINGER
GRAND SIÈCLE BRUT NV LA GRANDE ANNÉE 2005
FRANCE

FRANCE

A 50/50 Chardonnay/Pinot Noir
blend from 12 Grand Cru
vineyards. Round and rich,
complex spectrum of honeyed,
nutty aromas, such as crushed
almond and freshly baked brioche.
£260.00

Bold and quite fresh on the
nose with some toasty, herby
complexity. The palate is fresh and
bright with good acidity.
£185.00

— SD | G | V | VE —

(138) NEGROAMARO DI
SALENTO “ELO VENI”
2018
ITALY

Red intense wine made with
Negromaro and Malvasia Nera di
Lecce. The nose has fruity hints
of plum and spiced vanilla. In the
mouth it is smooth, velvety and
nicely tannic.
£49.00
—X—

FRANCE

Blended from 10 different vintages
and 47 different wines from 25
crus, a fabulously complex nose
and palate, dominated by nuts and
honey. Acidic, long and majestic
aftertaste.
37.5CL £145.00

— SD | V | VE —

(5) VEUVE CLICQUOT
BRUT 2012

—X—

– NEGROAMARO –

— SD —

– NEBBIOLO –

– PINOTAGE –

– GRENACHE –

(142)
CHÂTEAUNEUF-DUPAPE, CLOS DE
L’ORATOIRE DES
PAPE, OGIER
2017

(140) PINOTAGE,
SOUTHERN RIGHT
VINEYARDS,
HEMEL-EN-AARDE,
HERMANUS 2020
SOUTH AFRICA

Rich, full bodied with attractive
dark red fruit, subtle oak spice,
and sweet nuances of vanilla.
£69.00

RHONE, FRANCE

—X—

(148) FLAGSTONE TIME
MANNER PLACE,
PINOTAGE RESERVE,
BREEDEKLOOF
2014
WESTERN CAPE,
SOUTH AFRICA

(139) BAROLO,
ARALDICA FLORI 2017
PIEMONTE, ITALY

A complex nose combining plum,
mulberry, ripe strawberry and
brown spice with delicate floral
and violet notes. Tannins are firm
and pleasingly supported with
plump fruit and a rounded
texture, giving a good lengthy
finish.
£65.00

Incredibly vibrant and textural,
with a deliciously wide fruit
character which trails onto a long
finish, kept moving by the
balancing acidity.
£115.00
—X—

— SD | V | VE —

— SD —

–4 –

ACONCAGUA VALLEY,
CHILE

Intense red with violet highlights.
Deep aromatic complexity, black
olive, black pepper, blackcurrant and
plum. Full-bodied and robust; dense
and chewy tannins. Aged in 50%
American and 50% French oak for
12 months. A flattering wine.
£37.00
— V | VE —

– SANGIOVESE –

(143) BOTTER CHIANTI
CLASSICO 2019
TUSCANY, ITALY

Intense ruby red colour with a
rich, fruity bouquet and silky,
smooth tannins on the palate.
Quintessential Chianti Classico.
£39.00

– ZINFANDEL –

(141) ZINFANDEL
EDMEADES 2016
CALIFORNIA, USA

Luscious with deep richness. Each
vineyard is picked ripe to accentuate
the deep jammy fruit flavours, yet the
alcohol remains balanced. Aromas
and flavours of raspberry, blackberry,
spice and black pepper. With a firm
tannic backbone and ripe chewy
finish.
£68.00
—X—

—X—

FRANCE

A rich, full-bodied Champagne with
rich, mellow toast and biscuit tones
and crisp, fruity flavours.
£98.00

(145) CARMENÈRE
‘IN SITU’ RESERVA

— SD | V | VE —

—X—

(6) BOLLINGER
SPECIAL CUVÉE BRUT
N.V.

Intense aromas of candied citrus, roast
pear, hazelnut and almond. A portion of
the wine is aged in oak adding subtle
vanilla and toasty notes. £129.00

The nose is spicy with surprising
floral notes of grass and acacia,
evolving onto more classic notes
of red berries, menthol brings a
beautiful freshness.
£97.00

– CARMENÈRE –
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RED WINE
– PINOT NOIR –

(146) GEVREY
CHAMBERTIN,
LOUIS JADOT 2013

(133) CHÂTEAU
CORTON GRANCEY,
LOUIS LATOUR 2010

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

With a intense ruby red colour, it
reveals an aromatic nose with
liquorice, coffee and blackcurrant
aromas. The mouth is ample and
unveils cocoa and coffee notes and
offers a nice freshness
£132.00

Beautiful red in colour with ruby
highlights. The complex nose
reveals an earthy mix of red
fruits, spices and liquorice.
Rounded on the mouth with
hints of coffee.

—X—

—X—

– GAMAY –

– TOURIGA –
NATIONAL

– CHAMPAGNE –
ROSÉ

– PREMIUM –
SPARKLING

– PREMIUM –
SPARKLING

(137) FLEURIE,
CHÂTEAU DE LA
CHAIZE,
2019

(150) "CLAVIS AUREA"
TEJO RESERVA

(10) TAITTINGER
PRESTIGE ROSÉ
NV

(18) CAMEL VALLEY
PINOT NOIR
BRUT ROSÉ NV

(19) CLOUDY BAY
PELORUS NV

BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE

Intense, brilliant garnet red in
colour. On the nose, finesse and
elegance with notes of dried
flowers and very ripe red fruits,
and delicate tannins on the palate
flowing into a salivating finish.
£57.00

£160.00

—X—

(131) NUITS ST. GEORGES,
1ER CRU LES VAUCRAINS
2013
BURGUNDY, FRANCE

From a vintage expressing silky and
elegant Pinot Noir wines, this
example is discreetly powerful, crisp
and assertive, with underlying
tannins.
£145.00

– GRENACHE –

(135) TWILL CELLARS,
PINOT NOIR
WILAMMETTE VALLEY, USA

(144) WOODSTOCK
OCTOGENARIAN
GRENACHE/
TEMPRANILLO
2014*

An intensely vibrant wine, rich
with red berry fruits. This is a
wine for elevating everyday
moments to the realm of art with
taints of raspberry, dark cherry
and baking spices.
£109.00

MCLAREN VALE, AUSTRALIA

Born from 80 year old grenache
vines, this sumptuous, savoury
drop is a big-occasion wine.
Medium bodied, food friendly,
showing intense fruit purity,
delicate with a touch of spice,
supple yet textural.
£65.00

—X—

– TANNAT –

(128) VIÑA PROGRESO,
REVOLUTION TANNAT
2019
URUGUAY

(130) GIGONDAS, M.
CHAPOUTIER 2018/20

Tannat was introduced to
Uruguay by Basque settlers in
1870, soon becoming the national
grape. It has adapted perfectly to
a challenging array of local
conditions, producing dark, often
powerful wines capable of
extended ageing and complexity.
Taming the tannins and producing
soft, juicy with beautifully ripened
fruit.

RHONE, FRANCE

£54.00

Very intense, beautiful ruby red
hue. On the nose is powerful and
shows great finesse. The
alternation of strawberry jam
aromas and spicy/peppery notes
creates a very pleasant bouquet.
Floral then spicy (pepper) notes on
entry.
£67.00

—X—

(134) TINDALL VINEYARDS,
PINOT NOIR, 2019
MALBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

Aromas of fresh mixed red berries
with hints of chocolate raisins. This
wine is light with a fresh fruit profile
and a finely grained tannic structure.

— SD —

£80.00
—X—

VIN DE PAYS D’OC, FRANCE
A strong and aromatic nose
of red fruits mixed with liquorice notes.
The palate is full-bodied with round
tannins.
£39.00

— X—

FRANCE

A seductive Rosé
Champagne, full-flavoured
and fruity with lovely, refined
bubbles.
£88.00
— SD | V | VE —

(11) BOLLINGER
ROSÉ BRUT NV
FRANCE

—X—

(132) VILLA DES CROIX IGP
D’OC PINOT NOIR

PORTUGAL

The wine is aged in a mixture of
used French and American oak
barrels for about a year. The
nose shows complex aromas of
dark berry fruit, with balsamic
notes and oak spice; the palate is
concentrated with mature tannins
and balancing acidity supporting
the fruit flavours.
£45.00

—X—

A subtle combination of
structure, length and
vivacity, with a tannic finish
due to the addition of red
wine. Bubbles as fine as
velvet with flavours of wild
berries.
£108.00
— SD —

(12) VEUVE
CLICQUOT ROSÉ
BRUT NV

CORNWALL, ENGLAND

It has a light salmon-pink
colour, with lovely floral and
delicate red fruit aromas. It
shows glorious spicy, strawberry
and raspberry fruit on the
palate, complete with a tingling,
zesty finish.
£79.00
—X—

(17) BOTTEGA POETI
PROSECCO, ORGANIC
EXTRA DRY
VENETO, ITALY

A pale clear colour, with a
delicate and complex bouquet
with fruity notes of peach and
green apple. Fresh and light on
the palate, with balanced acidity
and body.
£48.00
— SD | V | VE —

FRANCE

— SD | V | VE —

(16) CRÉMANT
DE LOIRE,
JEAN-MARIE PENET,
BRUT
FRANCE

Made using the same traditional
method as Champagne, Crémant
offers a great alternative to its
more expensive cousin. It's made
mostly from Chardonnay, with a
little Arbois, which gives it a nice
regional flavour. It is soft and
round with subtle aromas of white
flowers, exotic fruits and
grapefruit. It is light, dry and
mildly fruity.
£52.00
— SD —

Added red Pinot Noir gives
this bubbling rosé brilliant
notes of red berries, toasted
brioche, and stone fruit.
£115.00

(20) SCAVI & RAY
NON-ALCOHOLIC
SPARKLNG WINE NV

— SD | V | VE —

ITALY

Made from the Glera grape, the
same that is used in Prosecco,
this non-alcoholic sparkling wine
tantalises your taste buds with its
fresh nose and fruity tang.
£29.00
— VE —

— SD | V | VE —
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NEW ZEALAND

This is a fresh, apéritif style of
sparkling wine. Crisp apple
flavours are backed up by a
nutty, yeasty complexity from its
time on lees.
£89.00

–5
–

WHITE WINE
– SAUVIGNON BLANC –

(29) CLOUDY BAY, TE
KOKO SAUVIGNON
BLANC 2019
MALBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

– CHARDONNAY –

(35) ROBERT MONDAVI
WINERY
FUMÉ BLANC,
NAPA VALLEY 2017

This rich and creamy oaked
CALIFORNIA, USA
Sauvignon is herbaceous and
This partially barrel-fermented
zesty, a perfect accompaniment to Sauvignon Blanc is made using
white fish, asparagus,or goats’
grapes sourced from the Stags
cheese.
Leap, Oakville and Rutherford
£145.00
areas. A full-bodied almost creamy
— SD —
textured wine with pronounced
aromas of jasmine and orange
blossom, citrus and tropical fruit
(31) POUILLY-FUMÉ,
such as lime and lychee, honey
VILLA PAULUS 2018
with subtle oak nuances on the
LOIRE, FRANCE
palate.
Truly amazing, concentrated
£85.00
green apples and a minerally/
— E | D | SD —
grassy aroma; rich velvety and
smooth on the palate.
(33) PAUL CLUVER
£70.00
—X—

(32) VAVASOUR
SAUVIGNON BLANC
2021
AWATERE VALLEY,
NEW ZEALAND

Aromatically intense, with
nectarines, tropical fruits,
gooseberries and lemon zest.
£42.00
— VE | D | SD —

SAUVIGNON BLANC,
2019
OVERBERG,
SOUTH AFRICA

This brightly coloured wine offers
fresh aromas of tropical passion
fruit and zesty grapefruit, which
follow though to the clean palate,
accompanied by mouthwatering
gooseberries. Every sip delivers a
delightfully refreshing lingering
finish
£43.00
—SD—

(51) COLLIO
SAUVIGNON BLANC,
TENUTA SANT’
HELENA
2020
COLLIO, ITALY

A richer style of Sauvignon Blanc
from the Collio region, in
north-east Italy. The inticing nose
shows vibrant peach, melon,
tomato leaf and yellow pepper
£40.00
— SD | V —

RED WINE

(41) MEURSAULT
BLAGNY, 1ER CRU 2017
CÔTE DE BEAUNE, FRANCE

With a pale yellow colour, intense
bouquet of exotic fruits and peach.
Rich and attractive offering fleshy
fruit flavours.

£170.00
— SD —

(36) POUILLY-FUISSÉ,
EN CÉNON 2020
BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Pale yellow colour, it has a floral
nose with verbena and honey
hints. The mouth is round and
ample with yellow fruits. It has a
nice tension. A perfect match with
shellfish and skate.
£79.00
—X—

(38) SAINT VERAN,
LA BRUYERE,
DOMAINE SAUMAIZE
2018
BURGUNDY, FRANCE

This Burgundy has the floral
quality of a Macon Blanc but with
greater body and extract. Classic
Maconnais Chardonnay at its
best.

£58.00
— SD —

(30) SANCERRE
‘CHAVIGNOL’ DOMAINE
SERGE LAPORTE

(37) CHABLIS,
DOMAINE PINSON 2018

– SYRAH / SHIRAZ –

– TEMPRANILLO –

(72)
BÂTARD-MONTRACHET,
GRAND CRU, LOUIS JADOT
2006

(117) AÑARES RIOJA
RESERVA, BODEGAS
OLARRA 2017

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Smooth and mellow, with ripe red
fruit flavours, and long vanilla finish.
It has an aromatic complexity with
red fruits and smokiness leading to a
gamey aroma. In the mouth it has
great structure with a good fruit
intensity and fine, mature tannins.
And the finish is elegant and very
long.

A complex and structured nose gives
way to a powerful mouth expressing
hazelnut and melted vanilla aromas.

£415.00
—X—

(34) HONEY BLOCK
CHARDONNAY,
ELYSIAN SPRINGS 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Vibrant palate of generous peach and
lemon peel, intertwined with almond
and vanilla notes.
£43.00
—X—

(40) MONTAGNY, 1ER CRU,
‘BUISSONNIER’ 2015
BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Full buttery aromas with almost
a hint of fudge, followed by the steely
dry fruit.
£78.00
—X—

RIOJA, SPAIN

£53.00
—X—

(118) VIÑA REAL GRAN
RESERVA 2014
RIOJA, SPAIN

The nose displays tobacco, leather
and spice whilst the palate is smooth
with a good balance between fruit
and oak.
£95.00
—X—

(121)
CROZES-HERMITAGE,
DOMAINE DES
ENTREFAUX 2017
RHONE, FRANCE

—X—

Rich, hearty berry fruit aromas
lead to a beautifully balanced,
medium-bodied palate, with
the exuberant fruit lifted but
some peppery spice. Delicious
modern Cotes-du-Rhone
£47.00

—X—

(124) CASA DEL
BOSQUE, SYRAH
GRAN RESERVA 2019

—X—

CHILI
Blackberries and blueberries with
notes of black pepper in the nose.
Black olives and meaty notes
combine with tertiary scent of
goudron and toffee. Full bodied,
with structure and freshness. The
vibrant and vertical acidity is the
main feature of a great cool
climate Syrah. Smooth tannins
with a clean and long finish.

BURGUNDY, FRANCE

£48.00
— SD —

—X—

–6
–

Dark garnet red colour, the
density announces a lot of
concentration confirmed by the
nose. First, it gives off ripe red
fruits and sweet spices,
complemented by dark fruits
notes. The harmony of all is
remarkable in mouth.
£44.00

RHONE, FRANCE

£40.00

A pure and authentic wine,
vinified and aged in stainless
steel tanks to retain all its
freshness and mineral character.
£49.00

CAHORS, FRANCE

The wine provides complexity
and balance in the finished
blend. Shows powerful aromas
of blackberry, cocoa and
nutmeg, the palate is opulent
and full-bodied with black
forest gateau flavours and an
intense long finish.
£75.00

(129) CÔTES DU
RHÔNE ‘CUVÉE
NATURE’ DOMAINE
ROCHE-AUDRAN 2020

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Deep purple in colour, showing
dark plum and bramble fruit with
hints of wet loam on the nose and
palate, lifted by a touch of sage.
An elegant and full-bodied wine.

– 11
–

(126) CAHORS
“L’ORIGINE”, CHATEAU
LES GRAUZILS

BARISSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

— D | SD | V | VE —

(120) VICTORIA PARK,
SHIRAZ 2020

LOIRE, FRANCE

—X—

(122) ST. HALLETTS
‘THE BLACKWELL’
SHIRAZ 2017

100% Syrah with classic
aromas of bramble and a little
spice. Oak flavours are
restrained to let the fruit shine
through. Medium to full-bodied
and easy to drink!
£69.00

Delicious and expressive. Look for
lime zest and mineral, cut grass
and a touch of fresh flowers.
£64.00

– MALBEC –

—X—

(127) MALBEC
PYROS
‘APPELLATION’ 2018
PEDERNAL VALLEY, ARGENTINA

Fresh and wild on the nose, with
some green stalky notes. An
uplifting and youthful style that is
easy to enjoy.
£70.00
—X—

RED WINE

WHITE WINE

(108) CHÂTEAU
LASCOMBES, 2EME
CRU CLASSE,
MARGAUX 2010
MARGAUX, FRANCE

Very ripe bouquet with crème de
cassis and plum-scented fruit,
flirting with over-ripeness.
£325.00
—X—

(111) CHÂTEAU CANON
1ER GRAND CRU 2004
BORDEAUX, FRANCE

BORDEAUX, FRANCE

Located south-west of SaintÉmilion,
the wine is a blend of about
80% Merlot with the balance
Cabernet Sauvignon, and Petit
Verdot. Pure and supple Bordeaux
red, with
rich merlot fruit and a lingering
finish.
£41.00

—X—

(112) CHÂTEAU
GOMBAUDE-GUILLOT,
POMEROL 2015

BORDEAUX, FRANCE

POMEROL, FRANCE

A blend of Merlot and Cabernet
Franc. Rich, extravagant and
seductive.
£90.00

The 7 hectares of the domain are
now cultivated in organic farming.
With a majority of Merlot (80%),
completed by Cabernet Franc, the
property produces beautiful
classic Pomerols to follow
carefully in great vintages.
£225.00

(114) SHANNON
MERLOT 2015
ELGIN VALLEY, SOUTH AFRICA

Fragrance of ripe red fruits such as
plum and dark cherry and an
earthy complexity, the palate has
minerally freshness with
well-integrated ripe tannins.
£42.00
— SD | V | VE —

(100) CHÂTEAU TASSIN
2016
BORDEAUX, FRANCE

Deep garnet/ruby in colour,
intoxicating aromas of
blackcurrant and spice, with an
amazingly powerful yet elegant
palate.
£45.00
—X—

(119) CHÂTEAU PEY LA
TOUR RÉSERVE 2019

Exhibiting plenty of raspberry,
blueberry and black cherry fruit as
well as some crushed rock/chalky
minerality and a floral note. Very
impressive, structured and
precise.
£195.00

(110) CHÂTEAU LEYDET
VALENTIN GRAND CRU
2014

—X—

– CHARDONNAY –

– CABERNET –
SAUVIGNON

– MERLOT –

— SD | V | E —

(123) CHÂTEAU
PONTET-CANET 2009
PAUILLAC, FRANCE

Gentle, rounded and complex,
with a creamy, plump, fruity
palate and loads of bitter sweet
cocoa and coffee flavours
followed by blackberry and
blackcurrant.
£259.00

LEBANON

—O—

(115) CHÂTEAU
BOUTISSE,
SAINT-ÉMILION, GRAND
CRU 2014

(107) CHATEAU
LAFON-ROCHET 2014

A dark blood red colour with a rich,
fragrant fruit nose; mulberries,
black cherries, plums with a hint of
SAINT-ESTEPHE, FRANCE
mocha. Intense and characterised
A wine that is both simple and
by forest and black fruits & elegant
complex, expresses aromas of
spice. Soft and juicy tannins.
black fruit in most vintages. There
£95.00
is truly a blend and features
—X—
specific
to Saint-Estèphe, warmth and
roundness, full of delicacy.
(103) GRAND VIN DE
£150.00
—X—

LEOVILLE DU MARQUIS,
ST. JULIEN-MEDOC 2010
ST. JULIEN, FRANCE

Pure colour, intense aromas of
toasted wood, sweet spices,
mocha and cocoa. Freshness on
the palate supported by good
woody tannins.

Stunning, intense cassis and
blackberry fruit. A slightly austere
approach, with a wrought-iron
structure driving along while
pastis, black tea, and liquorice
snap.
£455.00

£69.00

—X—

POMEROL, FRANCE

— SD | E —

(109) LOMOND MERLOT,
CAPE AGULHAS 2016
SOUTH AFRICA

Red fruits on the nose, a bit spicy
and chocolatey, very elegant.
£67.00
— SD | E | V | VE —

– 10
–

– CHENIN BLANC –

(59) PETALUMA
‘YELLOW LABEL’
CHARDONNAY 2019

(52) ALLRAM GRÜNER
VELTLINER STRASS
2020

(48) VOUVRAY,
DOMAINE VIEUX
VAUVERT 2018/20

(53) GREYFRIARS
PINOT GRIS 2019

PICDADILLY VALLEY, AUSTRAILIA

BURGENLAND, AUSTRIA

LOIRE, FRANCE

A buttery Chardonnay with a hint of
honey on the nose and soft green
apple and lemon on the palate.
£79.00

The wine shows a very rich
nose with aromas of pear,
grapefruit, melon, peach, floral
accents and a touch of pepper
and almond.
£49.00

Expressive, floral and ripe fruit
flavours on the nose, with a good
balance of fruit and acidity. Long
finish with notes of honey and
dried fruit.

It has a delightful bouquet of
summer stone fruits and sweet
citrus, dry on the palate but light
and soft body
£41.00

—X—

— SD —

— SD —

—X—

(105) CHÂTEAU MUSAR
2012/15

(106) JORDAN CABERNET
SAUVIGNON ‘THE LONG
FUSE’ 2018

(43) ORGANIC
CHARDONNAY,
PAUL DOLAN 2014

£42.00

– PICPOUL –

MENDOCINO COUNTY, USA

An exquisitely balanced wine with
flavours of ripe pear, crisp apple
and a creamy vanilla-spice.

£79.00
—X—

(44) PICPOUL DE PINET,
LES GIRELLES,
JEAN-LUC COLOMBO
2020
FRANCE

– PINOT GRIGIO –

(49) PINOT GRIGIO,
IGT DELLA VENEZIE
2020

A rich, mouth-filling wine with
notes of fresh flowers and ripe
summer stone fruit and melon.
£34.00
— SD | V —

VERONA, ITALY

(47) JORDAN
CHENIN BLANC
INSPECTOR
PÉRINGUEY 2020
STELLENBOSCH,
SOUTH AFRICA

To accentuate the fresh citrus
flavour, 32 % tank-fermented
Chenin Blanc was blended with
the barrel fermented portion.
French oak adds style and class
to this magical grape. A
contemporary and deliciously
mouth-filling experience of citrus
cream, tropical fruit and honey
interlaced with a spicy complexity.
£42.00
—X—

An elegant and lively bouquet with
structured notes of pear, green
apple, exotic fruit and a delicate
hint of ginger. Finishes with
gorgeous minerality; crisp and
combines bright acidity, fresh
aromas and a good weight of fruit
£32.00

– MELON BLANC –

(46) MUSCADET,
SELECTION DU
DOMAINE (DE LA
BRETONNIERE) 2017

— SD —

STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

LOIRE, FRANCE

Blackcurrants and violets captivate
on entry, followed by concentrated
dark berry flavours and spicy tobacco
oak.
£56.00

Classic Muscadet, bottled on the
lees for extra freshness and
flavour. Crisp, dry and with a long
lasting flavour.
£37.00

—X—

– PINOT GRIS –

– GRÜNER VELTLINER –

–7
–

—X—

SURREY, UK

— SD | V | VE —

(65) AMISFIELD
PINOT GRIS 2020
CENTRAL OTAGO, NEW ZEALAND

Bright green pear and red apple
fruit aromatics, with a touch of
ginger and spice from a portion of
barrel fermentation. On the palate
fine acidity with a gentle
sweetness balances the finish.
— SD | V —

£64.00

(50) PINOT GRIS
TRADITION ORGANIC,
EMILE BEYER 2019
ALSACE, FRANCE

Dry with a refreshing palate that
carries the aromas of greengage,
green apple and a touch of spice
and smokiness beautifully to a
finish with a well-balanced
richness.
£45.00
— O | SD | V | VE —

WHITE WINE
– RIESLING –

(54) VILLA WOLF
WACH BELZ RIES 1ER
CRU 2016
PFALZ, GERMANY

A fragrant, floral, mineral nose,
fine fruit play with beautiful fruit
melting and animating acidity again a light, prancing and light
Riesling.
£63.00
—X—

– GEWÜRZTRAMINER
–

ROSÉ WINE
– OTHERS –

(55)
GEWÜRZTRAMINER
ALSACE EGUISHEIM
ORGANIC, EMILE
BEYER
2018

ALBARIÑO

MARSANNE

(56) VIONTA ALBARIÑO
2019

(62) HERMITAGE
BLANC,
CHANTE-ALOUETTE,
ORGANIC, M.
CHAPOUTIER 2012

RÍAX BAIXAS, SPAIN

Straw-yellow colour and lemon
highlights. This 100% Albariño
shows aromas of green apple,
banana and melon; with a soft,
yet refreshing palate dominated
by peach and the aromatic notes
so typical of the grape.
£40.00

ALSACE, FRANCE

The Gewürztraminer grapes
are handpicked quite late, in
October, from vineyards
planted on limestone soils and
shows floral aromas of rose
nuanced with orange blossom
and hints of spicy ginger, the
palate finishes with a delicate
sweetness.
£54.00

— SD | V | VE —

RHONE, FRANCE

Green-gold; the nose is complex
and subtle, aromas of quince,
walnut, honey, ginger and acacia;
the minerally palate is weighty,
elegant and lengthy.
£155.00
— O |SD | V | VE —

CORTESE

— O | SD | V | VE —

(58) GAVI DI GAVI,
BRIC SASSI, SAROTTO
2020

(64) DR. KONSTANTIN
FRANK
GEWÜRZTRAMINER
2017

A white wine of great structure to
be savoured while thanking time
for having made it so special and
unique.

FINGER LAKES,
NEW YORK

—X—

PIEMONTE, ITALY

£52.00

Here by Keuka Lake, the sloping
vineyards with predominantly
shale-based soils, benefit from
good drainage and the warming
influence of the twenty mile long
lake. After crushing the must is
left in contact with the skins for
about a day so flavour is
extracted, fermentation is carried
out at low temperatures to retain
the varieties aromatic nature. The
nose shows rose, honey, spice
and citrus notes, the palate has
good weight and texture with a
touch of minerality.
£49.00

SAUVIGNON, SEMILLION &
MUSCADELLE

(63) CHÂTEAU
BELINGARD,
BERGERAC SEC 2019
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

Intense nose of white flowers,
candies, exotic fruits. Very fresh
with citrus on the palate. Long
lasting aftertaste between
liveliness and freshness.
£39.00

VIOGNIER

(61) VIOGNIER,
SANIT-PEYRE 2020
FRANCE

Light yellow in colour with aromas
of aromatic orange blossom. The
palate has delicate hints of
tropical fruit, effortlessly layered
with ripe apricots and white peach
flavours. Elderflower characters
give way to a rounded and
refreshing finish.
£44.00
—X—

FIANO

(60) FIANO, SCHOLA
SARMENTI 2019
PUGLIA, ITALY

Sweet lemon, acacia honey with
a streak of acidity and great
structure on the mid palate.
£38.00
—X—
VERDEJO

(57) ANALIVIA,
VERDEJO RUEDA,
PAGOS DEL REY 2019
RUEDA, SPAIN

A vibrant wine with lemon-yellow
colour, this wine exhibits
complex aromas of ripe soft
peach and pear fruit, lemon and
floral hints, it also shows a
passing resemblance to
Sauvignon Blanc. The palate is
quite rich on the finish with notes
of white-fruit.
£29.00
— SD | V —

(80) SANCERRE ROSÉ,
HUBERT BROCHARD
2014

(85) TE AWA LEFTFIELD
MALBEC/MERLOT ROSÉ
2019

SANCERRE, FRANCE

HAWKES BAY, NEW ZEALAND

This beautifUL Sancerre rose from Strawberry, cranberry and crunchy
raspberry are jubilant and excitable.
Hubert Brochard has a lovely
Brightness and freshness with a
aroma of red fruits, classy and
richer, sophisticated and slightly drier
elegant palate and dry lengthy
personality.
finish.
£33.00
£69.00
—X—

— F | SD —

(83) LES BAUMES
BANDOL ROSÉ 2016

(87) BLACK ROCK WHITE
ZINFANDEL
2020

PROVENCE, FRANCE

Here is a cuvee with a majority of
Mourvèdre and a spicy touch
enhanced by fresh and fleshy
Grenache and Cinsault.
£48.00
—X—

—X—

(89) CÔTES DE
PROVENCE ROSÉ,
(84) PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH
FOLONARI 2020
HÉRITAGE, ESTANDON
VENETO, ITALY
2020
CÔTES DES PROVENCE, FRANCE

Pale salmon-pink in appearance
with lychee-coloured hues; shows
fresh aromas of peach and pear on
the soft and well-balanced palate.
£39.00
— SD | V | VE —

— SD —

— F | D | SD —

–8
–

CALIFORNIA, USA

An easy-drinking wine with aromas
of fresh red berry fruits and flavours
of ripe watermelon and sweet red
apples.
£33.00

–9
–

Unique pale-copper colour; aromatic
with delicate citrus notes, crisp and
refreshing.
£32.00
—X—

